
 How we are progressing is summarized below.

FINANCE   CRAIG CORDES    craigcordes@cox.net

      Craig has coordinated and submitted a budget to the ACBL. If we have 800 tables at $56 we 
might have $44,800 in revenue. Our expenses should be considerably less, and so we hope to 
restore some of the coffer. 

  

HOSPITALITY   MARK TONEY   mark@pdvn.com

      Mark has graciously produced a beautiful flyer which in conjunction with the publicity 
committee will be submitted to the ACBL tournament schedule website. It will subsequently be able 
to be emailed to all the District 10 clubs one time 8 weeks before Jan 7 ( the ACBL will do this ) 
and will also be mailed to regional clubs for posting.

      Concerning hospitality, we met with the management of the Belle and they will provide coffee 
for a reasonable fee. They offer a lunch buffet if we like for $15 ( I forgot the exact quote ) or will 
provide box lunches ($10) if we tell them about how many we want on a given day. They will 
provide a lunch buffet for 125 persons on Sunday. ($16-22). They would also provide breakfast but 
I'm told this is not usual.

      They are giving us a hospitality suite on the 10th floor where we can hang out and serve drinks 
and snacks, but no real food as per their policy.

      For fun I typed out a list of area restaurants and their prices and distance from the Belle. It is not 
formatted in a spreadsheet, but I will send it to Publicity,  Registration,  Hospitality, and Bulletin 
 who might find it useful.

REGISTRATION     CHARLOTTE EWING    shotze414@aol.com

      Charlotte has been extremely helpful in coming to the venue and looking things over and giving 
a lot of thought to the registration desk. I met with Gary Buuck at Downtown Duplicating (225 330 
7870, gary@downtown1.net), and he can provide knick-knacks for a goody bag, commemorative 
patches,  posters of schedules, signs for the rooms indicating different games or results and the like. 
Charlotte has also obtained some visors as a little gift in view of the question of some tables at 
certain times having glare (which we hope to avoid with the table arrangements).

       We have talked about the fact that the desk need not be open at all hours which should help in 
staffing.

PARTNERSHIP      CAROL PERRIN      carol_parrin@cox.net

       Carol along with Janice Medlin has agreed to be the partnership chair. I know she has done this 
in the past and knows the ropes. 
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BULLETIN         JACK EVANS       jackevans38@yahoo.com

       Jack with his expertise in computers has been thinking about a "regional bulletin" that could be 
prepared ahead of time and the "daily bulletin" which can be emailed to registrants (if they have an 
ACBL #). It can also be printed daily if we decide to do so, by Gary Buuck. I met with Gary and 
they could be ready by say 10am each day if he puts it first in the queue.

       I have communicated with the group running the website "thecommongame.com" and 
"bridgefinesse.com".  Those folks will add whatever we send them to the fast results and format 
an emailed version Champagne Regional Bulletin that might include local info such as schedules, 
restaurants info, etc.  If we want a printed daily bulletin there is an additional fee of $50/day to 
reformat a pdf that prints well and can be sent to a printer that night.

       Their template/format for creating a regional's bulletin is not able to be purchased until 6 
months before the date. So we are a bit early. But for $100 price I definitely think we should check 
it out. 

PUBLICITY       SUSAN LIPSEY     susan@lipseys.com

       Susan has enlisted the help of Louise Hargon and Jetty Donaldson to assist with publicizing our 
tournament. Of course the excellent flyer that Mark has created will be a big help in this effort. 
Perhaps Susan and Mark can work together to arrange a pro teaching for 15 min between sessions. I 
have mentioned this to Drew Casen and he is willing if he is in town that week.

CADDY MASTER          MARY MORTON     mary.morton@icloud.com

        I have recruited Mary to be the Caddy Master. Thank you! In talking with Craig it seems we 
need just 1 or 2 caddies per Swiss team and Knockout session. Houston pays @35/session for this 
and I suggest we do the same. Mary and I have talked about pools of young people who might be 
interested and these include children or grandchildren of members, a sorority or fraternity project 
from LSU students, even the college kids that assist at the country clubs seemed very interested 
when I broached it to them. Jenny Sauziac in New Orleans is an expert on Caddy matters and could 
be a resource for us.    sauziac28@gmail.com    504 888 2883

NEWCOMERS   TOM THOMAS      doublet1948@yahoo.com

        Tom will handle the newcomer side. This might involve promoting 299 games to district clubs, 
producing trophies for novice winners, organizing lesson sessions and the like.  

Additional Resource/Volunteers
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Several club members have told me they would be happy to help. If you need a hand getting 
anything done you might want to give them a shout.

                Walter Rudd         wgrudd@aol.com

                Kathryn Tillson     kathryntillson@gmail.com

                Susan Mang        susanmang@excite.com

                Barbara Rourke   bfrourke@cox.net

                Idell Adams          idelladams@gmail.com

I know Tom has some 299ers (which includes me by the way) who will lend a hand when needed.

Additional Comments

As you know my presence will be virtual this summer, but in the current internet era I hope that 
suffices.

Please let me know if you think we are on the wrong track in any area as I fully realize everyone at 
the club knows more about this deal than I do!

Scott    

225 938 7178 
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